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Abstract. Nowadays, advertising slogan has been used by various corporations as an aid to promote their
products. As advertising slogan is crisp, concise, and direct, it has been viewed as the identity of a corporation.
With the tide of globalization, the translation of slogan is much more important in for the corporation in world
economy. This paper introduces the functional equivalence theory, which consists of two points: the receptor’
response and content over form. And the main function of the advertisement is vocative function, evoking the
customers’ purchasing desire. At this point, Functional Equivalence Theory is suitable to guide the translation
of advertising slogan, for it aims to achieve the equivalent or similar response between the receptors of the
source text and those of the target text. What’s more, the application of this theory in Chinese-English translation is also discussed from many different respects base on the specific examples of slogans’ translation. At last,
three useful strategies are proposed: literal translation, parody translation and creative translation.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, advertising slogan has been used by various
corporations as an aid to promote their products. As advertising slogan is crisp, concise, and direct, it has been
viewed as the identity of a corporation. Many household
products or brands step into people’s life with the help of
wonderful slogans. Therefore, to the domestic corporations who are making efforts to sell their products in the
foreign market, appropriate translation of their slogans is
a key project. However, owing to the differences in language and culture between Chinese and English, advertisement translation is not an easy task. An outstanding
Chinese advertisement which succeeds in domestic market may fail in foreign market if we translate it without
considering the cultural background of the target customers. Thus, appropriate advertisement translation is crucial.
The translated text must transmit the information and
spirit of the source language in a correct way so as to
evoke the receptors’ interests in the product and bring
about purchasing behavior further. That’s to say, the
receptors’ response is the key to the success of an advertisement for the commercial interests of an advertisement.
The aims of the advertisement just fit a translation theory
called Functional Equivalence, which takes the response
of the target receptors in the first place and pursues a kind
of equivalence in the response between the receptors in
the target language and the receptors in the source lan-

guage. At this point, it is suitable for advertisement translation, so is advertising slogan.

2 The functional equivalence theory
Functional Equivalence is put forward by Eugene A.
Nida, who established his own system of translation, the
core his translation theory is “Functional Equivalence”.
As for the theory of Functional Equivalence, there are
mainly two points.
1) The receptors’ response.
To Nida, translation is a tool of communicating. He
emphasizes communicative function and takes receptors’
response into consideration. Functional Equivalence
requires the translated text to adjust itself flexibly to
make the receptors understand the information correctly.
What we should notice here is that the response of the
receptors is not merely in terms of comprehension of the
message in the receptor language, for communication can
also be expressive and imperative(Nida,2004). Take the
advertisement translation for example, the purpose of the
translated text is not only to make the target customers
understand the contents correctly. Advertisement translation aims to stimulate the desire of purchasing and facilitate the action of buying the product. Therefore, the translated text should trigger the expressive function and imperative function. That is to say, the translated text ought
to enable the customers to learn the feelings and attitudes
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of the producers through the advertisement and respond
to it in action.
2) Content over form.
Because Nida emphasizes the receptors’ response, he
stresses that content should come first at the beginning,
which has been misunderstood by some people. For them,
according to the principle of Functional Equivalence, the
work of translation is to translate the content regardless
of the form. Thus, various examples of free translation is
said to be following “Functional Equivalence”. However,
the principle that content is prior to form does not mean
that form should be ignored. “He has mentioned more
than once that if it is possible to convey the same content
in the receptor language in a form which closely resembles that of the source, the translator should endeavor to
keep the form.”(Ma Huijuan, 2003). Nida also explicitly
pointed out that information not only contained the ideological content, but also the form, for form also expressed
meaning. Changing form was changing meaning. Nida
listed five conditions of changing forms (Li, 2004).
Hence, the form should also be taken into consideration
when translating the text. If the translated text which is
faithful to the form can not achieve the equivalent response in the target audience, then the form should be
given up to turn to the content.

word by word and work out two Chinese sentences, it
must be lengthy and insipid, without aesthetic and emotional appeal.
3.3 Functional equivalence in rhetorical level

3 The application of functional equivalence theory in Chinese-English translation of advertising slogan

In the view of rhetoric, both Chinese advertising slogan
and English advertising slogan make use of various rhetoric to beautify their slogans to make them more vivid and
charming, such as simile, pun, personification, antithesis,
repetition and so on. However, in Chinese advertising
exist some rhetoric which does not exist in English, such
as anadiplosis, palindrome, and mosaic. For examples, "
䖜 ࡦ ኧ ࢃ ᗻ ᴿ 䐥 θ ᴿ 䐥 ᗻ ᴿ Ѧ ⭦ 䖜 " (anadiplosis,
which means the repetition of the word which is used at
the end of a sentence and then used again at the beginning of the next sentence.)(Pan Qinghua,2008). .“䖱ᶴр
㖇θ᱉ྸਃᧂδ㖇᱉ε” (mosaic, which means dividing
a phrase into single characters, and then put the characters into different sentences respectively , with each sentence including a character in the phrase. )(Pan Qinghua,2008).. When translating such Chinese advertising
slogan, we should not stick to the form and have to create
appropriate text to transmit the information. Here is a
good translated text for Toyotaü “ Where there is a way,
there is Toyota.”(Gao Hongmei,2009) , which comes
from the famous English idiom “ where there is a will,
there is a way.” and successfully conveys the spirit of
Toyota.

3.1 Functional equivalence in lexical level

3.4 Collectivism vs individualism

As to lexicon, Chinese advertising slogan has its own
characteristics. For instance, in Chinese advertising slogan, four-character-phraseology is very popular for its
short structure, deep connotation, artistic aesthetic and
high summarization, such as “ള䞈㤻ਦθժ䖿➂δ㤻
ਦ䞈ε咚㡔ⲳ⋏θᡇᗹ伔ᢢδⲳ⋏䳼ഘε”. While
in English advertising slogan, short sentences are common without four-character-phraseology. Therefore,
when translating Chinese advertising slogan into English,
we should stick to Functional Equivalence to employ the
structure in target-language to adapt to its trait. One translated text for “ള䞈㤻ਦθժ䖿➂δ㤻ਦ䞈ε” is
“Good and vigorous spirit.” (Huang Li, Jia Heping, 2009).
And not only it highlights the high quality of the wine but
also reflects the great spirit of Chinese people.

China emphasizes on collectivism and the interests of the
community come first. Collectivistic cultures have a great
emphasis on groups and think more in terms of Āweā.
On the contrary, the capitalist countries think highly of
individualism and they take personal interests prior to the
benefits of the community. People from individualistic
cultures tend to think only of themselves as individuals
and as “I” distinctive from other people. All of these are
reflected in the advertisement. For examples:

3.2 Functional equivalence in syntactic level
On Syntactic level, Chinese advertising slogan is usually
characterized by flowing chunks, with several phrasal
group or some loose words. However, English advertising slogan is usually a complete short sentence with tight
structure. For instance, “We’re not in the computer business. We’re in the results business (IBM)”, which is
translated into Chinese “ ᡇ⭫㝇θᡆ᭾ᴪ儎 ” (Pan
Qinghua, 2008). The translated text is conforming to the
features of Chinese advertising slogan--refined brevity,
which can rapidly catch people’s eyes. If we translate

Chinese advertising slogan:
ཝᇬླᢃᱥⵕⲺླȾδླ䘠⍍ਇ≪ε
ѣ≮൞ᡇᗹѣȾδѣ⢏㟅ε
English advertising slogan:
Just do it. (Nike)
Make yourself heard. (Ericsson)
From the above examples, we can feel that Chinese
advertising slogans incline to lay stress on the benefits of
groups to touch the customers while English advertising
slogans prefer to stand out their focus on the interests of
the individual to attract the customers.
3.5 Authority vs fact
In Chinese advertisement, authority sometimes is stressed
in a piece of advertisement. Words like “ളՎȽ䜞ՎȽ
ⴷՎȽᰛᇡᔭ『ᯯθⲽᇬ⤢ӡ”are frequently emerg-
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ing to highlight the special status of the product to convince the consumers of the quality. In China, feudal dynasty has reigned Chinese people for thousands of years in
the history and thus the hierarchical notion has taken its
root deeply in the mind of Chinese people. They are more
likely to be influenced by the authority in their life. The
products certificated by the government or related to the
authority in history have greater advantages to compete
with the other products and win the acceptance of customers. On the contrary, western countries are advocating
the truth of “All men are created equal”, thus, they view
authority as a common thing and they prefer to enjoy
personal life and free choices. They believe in themselves.
Therefore, the English advertisement seldom stresses the
authority when recommending the products.

cultural communication, advertising translation should
conform to the target-culture to avoid unnecessary misunderstanding. Dealing with such problems, “faithfulness” should be got rid of and Functional Equivalence
ought to be employed. Another example is “ཝᇓ SOD
㵒”, a household cosmetic brand in China. “SOD” here
refers to a kind of biological component in the product.
However, in English dictionary, “sod” refers to somebody or something boring and unpleasant. If we make a
literal translation as “Dabao SOD”, we are challenging
western culture and it may keep the consumers away
from the product. We can create another translated text
without mentioning “SOD” to pursue the equivalence in
function. The suggested one is “Dabao facial cream”.

4 The strategies of effective translation

3.6 Past orientation vs future orientation
In the conception of time, China is different from western
countries as China belongs to past-oriented culture and
most of western countries belong to future- oriented culture. With a long and splendid history, Chinese people
tend to believe strongly in the traditions and they may
quote respected philosophers and leaders from the past as
a guide for action and decisions in the present. Whereas,
most of western countries are future-oriented. Westerners
like to look forward and expect the future to be grander
and nicer than present. There are also some countries
which are present-oriented. People of Philippines, Mexico, and Latin America belong to present-oriented culture.
For them, the future is vague, ambiguous, and unknown
and what is real exists in the here and now, and the present should be cherished and enjoyed (Zhang Ailin,
2008).This different view of time is also reflected in the
advertisement. In Chinese advertisement, words like “Ⲵ
ᒪ㘷ᓍ”ǃ “ᇡᔭ䞃ᯯ”ǃ “㘷ᆍ” are frequently leaping
to our eyes, which can easily convince the customers who
are past-oriented. English advertisement such as “To me,
the past is black and white ˈbut the future is always
color.(Hennessy Wine)” ,“Generation next.(Pepsi)”, and
“The future’s bright-the future’s orange.(Orange)”can be
illustrations of the westerners’ future orientation. So that
is another factor we should take into consideration when
translating Chinese advertising slogan.
3.7 Awareness of the connotation of some
words
Owing to the different thinking patterns and values of
eastern and western people, it is likely that to the same
object, they hold distinct ideas. For example, the famous
brand of battery “ⲳ䊗” was once translated into “white
elephant” to be exported abroad, which caused a huge
mistake. In China, “䊗” share the similar sound with “⾛”,
which means something auspicious and happy. Yet, in
western culture, “white elephant” symbolizes something
very expensive but useless. Someone has suggested translating the brand into “Bishiny”, in which “bi-”means
“double”, and “shiny” means “bright”. Not only the compound word sounds like “baixiang”, but also it implicates
the quality of the product. And as a means of cross-

4.1 Literal translation
Literal translation means that if the slogan is composed of
factual information without linguistic transformation and
cultural background, we just need to translate the source
text originally and that is to say, keep the original message form, including construction of slogan, meaning of
the original words, metaphor of the original and so on.
The translated text would be fluent and easy to be comprehended by target language readers. To such kind of
advertising slogan, we can adopt this strategy. For examples:
1) 㔏ᡇжѠᵰՐθ䘎֖жѠᜀȾδిӞদࣗε
Give me a Chance, and you’ll have a big surprise.
(HuangLi, Jia Heping, 2009)
2) ж࠽Ⲽᴿਥ㜳Ⱦδᶄᆷᵃ侦ε
Anything is possible. (HuangLi, Jia Heping, 2009)
3) ѣള⋩ĂࣕཡⲺ㈤Ⱦ
Henan in China - the cradle of Chinese Kungfu.
In these three examples, the source text is simple sentences without linguistic manipulation and cultural background. Though Kungfu is the quintessence of Chinese
culture, it is quite popular all over the world. Therefore,
there is no need to give it extra explanation. To such kind
of slogans, literal translation can transfer the information
to the target-readers and it achieves functional equivalence.
4.2 Parody translation
Parody translation is widely applied in the translation of
Chinese advertising slogan. It makes use of the epigrams,
maxims, and proverbs in western culture to translate
Chinese slogan in their forms or structures to minimize
the distance between the producers and target customers.
For examples:
䖜ࡦኧࢃᗻᴿ䐥θᴿ䐥ᗻᴿѦ⭦䖜δѦ⭦⊳䖜ε
Where there is a road, there is Toyota. (Gao Hongmei,
2009)
䳅䓡ᩰᑜθᴿ༽ᰖᛙχ䳅䓡ᩰᑜθᴿᜀᰖ䲟Ⱦ
δ䙕᭾ᮇᗹѮε
A rescue in need is a rescue indeed.(Chen Yi,2009)
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ѣҁ㺂ৱଠ䠂ϋ䜇ᐔӐ㓼ӐȾδӐ㓼Ӑ൰ε
While in Zhengzhou, do as the Zhengzhounese doGo shopping in the Asian Supermarket. (Li Jie, 2009)
䈷䐇ࡦᴶθ䈷ㅇᗍᴶླȾδḆ䖤㜄ε
He laughs best who runs longer.

Theory is suitable to guide the translation of advertising
slogan, for it aims to achieve the equivalent or similar
response between the receptors of the source text and
those of the target text.

The first example is imitating cleverly the famous
proverb “Where there is a will, there is a way.” in western countries. And there is no doubt that westerners will
remember Toyota easily. The aesthetic function and
vocative function work. The second example is making
best use of the well-known proverb “A friend in need is a
friend indeed.” The third example is drawing on the
proverb “While in Rome, do as the Romans do.” The
fourth example is imitating the English proverb “He
laughs best who laughs last”, which reflects the good
quality of the tyre. Parody translation is a translating
method based on the target-culture and by the means of
making use of the proverbs, songs, and sayings which are
familiar to the receptors to make it easier for the receptors
to accept the slogan willingly. It is a successful application of Functional Equivalence.
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